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Operating Systems Fall, 2013

Final Exam name:

Question 1: Address Translation (20)

Translate the virtual address 0x1ABCD to a physical address. Assume the contents of
PTBR is 0xFF00, the OS has 32 bit addresses, the page and frame sizes are 4096 bytes,
the OS uses a single-level page table, and a snapshot of a segment of memory looks
like this:

0x0 0x1 0x2 0x3 0x4 0x5 0x6 0x7 0x8 0x9 0xA 0xB 0xC 0xD 0xE 0xF

0xFF0 A0 0A 10 00 CC 11 D1 C4 A1 00 19 F4 77 08 A1 A1

0xFF1 A1 1A 1A 11 BC 21 D1 C4 00 00 0F F0 16 80 12 06

0xFF2 C1 D1 10 08 C4 D1 00 FF C1 D1 50 62 08 C1 01 08

0xFF3 42 76 AA 10 07 0A A0 00 70 05 18 F0 07 A0 00 00

0xFF4 00 00 00 00 06 66 00 00 00 0A 00 00 01 00 99 00

0xFF5 03 FF 00 F1 00 00 00 00 1E 1D 00 00 00 00 00 4C

0xFF6 D1 E9 00 C8 03 00 00 19 07 06 A0 C4 FF 05 00 19

0xFF7 00 50 00 77 03 00 00 16 C4 A7 A0 00 00 8A D1 8B

0xFF8 05 AA 3A 00 44 D4 00 7A 07 55 9A B1 BC 6D 42 15

0xFF9 00 D6 06 32 D8 30 22 00 00 91 00 00 FF 00 77 0A

0xFFA 00 60 61 11 01 40 00 00 55 0A 00 42 FF 00 82 00

0xFFB 00 70 C6 76 C1 00 70 00 D3 83 00 00 11 D1 C4 EA

0xFFC 26 00 07 00 C6 42 75 10 00 49 00 00 F3 FF 00 C9

0xFFD DD 07 09 D5 06 22 62 EB 01 3F 07 D3 70 7A 00 FF

0xFFE D1 00 AA FF CB 00 05 C4 15 08 01 10 A0 0A 88 07

0xFFF 11 42 81 0A 08 07 00 14 66 A0 07 A7 07 01 23 02

Answer: 0xC4A00BCD

What’s the deal with virtual address 0x3FBA1?
maps to address 0x2230BA1



Question 2: Disk Scheduling (20)

Consider a 200 cylinder hard disk with one arm. Suppose the following cylinder
requests, made by processes executing at equal priority, enter the disk controller’s
request queue in order from left to right:

98, 183, 37, 122, 14, 124, 65, 67

For each of the disk servicing algorithms below, list the order in which requests are
serviced (earliest is leftmost) if, at the start of servicing, the arm is over track 53.
Assume no other requests are made until servicing the above is finished. For some
algorithms two answers are possible, but you should provide the one that results in
the traversal of the fewest cylinders.

(a) First Come First Serve
98, 183, 37, 122, 14, 124, 65, 67

(b) Shortest Seek Time First
65, 67, 37, 14, 98, 122, 124, 183

(c) Elevator Algorithm
37, 14, 65, 67, 98, 122, 124, 183

(d) C-SCAN
65, 67, 98, 122, 124, 183, 14, 37

(e) LOOK
37, 14, 65, 67, 98, 122, 124, 183

In general, why might it not be useful to examine all requests in the queue before ser-
vicing to compute the optimal schedule (that is, schedule that minimizes the number
of cylinder traversals)?
Because new requests may enter the queue and these might negate the calculations
that were made for optimal performance



Question 3: Interrupts, Barriers, Timers (25)

(a) State an important use of interrupts with respect to I/O
Interrupts allow a process to execute other tasks while waiting for a (possibly
delayed) response from a device such as a network card

(b) State an important use of barriers with respect to I/O
Barriers may be needed to prevent compiler optimizations from causing unpre-
dictable results and to ensure that reads and writes are completed before the
results of those operations are used

(c) State an important use of timers with respect to I/O
Timers may be used to recover from missed interrupts

(d) Describe how interrupts are handled
When an interrupt is raised a “top half” is executed very quickly to set up a
“bottom half”:

1. the top half is called on the interrupt and must be quick because interrupts
are disabled to handle the event

2. the top half sets up device data specific for the bottom half and schedules
the bottom half

3. the bottom half is where the heavy work is done and which may be put
into a work queue or tasklet for processing while interrupts are turned on

(e) How can a mutex lock be used to the same effect as a full barrier?
First unlock, then immediately lock



Question 4: Threads (20)

(a) What is meant by serializability?
A series of memory reads and writes is serializable if its resulting memory state
is the same as the result of executing the transactions sequentially (that is,
without overlapping in time)

(b) Describe a situation where acquiring serializability is important
Many users of a database should be able to read from and write to it in such
a way that the database remains consistent for all users after transactions are
completed.

(c) Name some components that are used to achieve serializability
Shared lock - more than one transaction may acquire a shared lock
but all transactions intending to write to a locked item must wait until
the lock is released
Exclusive lock - only one transaction can acquire an exclusive lock for
writing to a memory item

(d) How are these components used?
In a two phase protocol. In the expanding phase locks are acquired and none
are released. In the shrinking phase, locks are released and none are acquired.

(e) If code is serializable, is it also deadlock free?
Not necessarily



Question 5: File System (20)

Consider an indexed block allocation scheme on a 32 bit operating system that works
as follows: a directory record associated with a file contains a pointer to an index
record (A) that contains the usual file metadata plus ten pointers. The first eight
pointers of the index block are direct references to logical disk blocks. The ninth
pointer is a direct reference to another index record (B) whose 10 pointers reference
the next 10 blocks of the file. The tenth pointer of A is a reference to an index record
whose 10 pointers reference 10 more index records the pointers of which directly
reference 10 more disk blocks

(a) What is the maximum file size (in bytes) imposed by this scheme if there are
212 bytes per block?

212 ∗ (8 + 10 + 100) = 483, 328

(b) If it is desired that all of the index records of a single file are to exist in the
same block, what is the maximum number of bytes in an index record that can
be reserved for the metadata if this scheme is not to be changed?

Maximum number of index records per file = 13
Maximum number of pointers = 13*10
Maximum bytes used by pointers = 13*10*4 = 520
Bytes left for metadata = 4096-520 = 3576
Bytes left for metadata per index record = ⌊3576/13⌋ = 275

(c) As long as all index records are going to be in the same block we might as well
change the scheme so that there is one metadata section and all the remaining
space in the block is used for pointers. Now what is the largest file possible if
the metadata is to occupy the number of bytes obtained in part (b) above?

Space for pointers = 4096-275 = 3821 bytes
Number of pointers = 3821/4 = 955
Maximum number of bytes per file = 955 ∗ 212 = 3, 912, 704

(d) Suppose a file’s index records exist in a single 212 byte page of memory, orga-
nized as in part (c) above. How many memory lookups will it take to determine
where on the disk the file’s 217 + 28th byte resides?

1

(e) If index records exist in the same block, what is the ratio of space for indexing
to maximum file size plus space for indexing assuming the scheme of part (c)?

212/956 ∗ 212 = .001


